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NGS Panels applied to Hereditary Cancer Syndromes
Introduction: Cancer is among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide (Okur et al, 2017). Germline pathogenic variants for monogenic, highly penetrant cancer susceptibility genes
are observed in 5%–10% of all cancers (Lu et al, 2014). Hereditary cancers due to monogenic causes are characterized by earlier age of onset, other associated cancers, and often a family history of
specific cancers. From the clinical perspective, it is important to recognize the affected individuals to provide them the best clinical management (Hennessy et al, 2010; Ledermann et al, 2014;
Pennington et al, 2014) and to identify at-risk family members who will benefit from predictive genetic testing and enhanced surveillance, including early detection and/or risk reduction measures
(Kurian et al, 2010; Okur et al, 2017). Germline variants identified in major cancer susceptibility genes associated with hereditary breast or ovarian cancer (HBOC) or hereditary colorectal cancer
(HCRC), also account for 5-10% of the patients with these cancers. In the last years, new susceptibility genes, with different penetrance degrees, have been identified. Variants in any of those genes
are rare and classical methodologies (e.g. Sanger sequencing - SS) are time consuming and expensive. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has several advantages compared to SS, including the
simultaneous analysis of many samples and sequencing of a large set of genes, higher sensitivity (down to 1% vs 15-20% in SS), lower cost and faster turnaround time, reasons that make NGS the best
approach for molecular diagnosis.
It is possible nowadays to choose between whole-genome sequencing (WGS), whole-exome sequencing (WES) and NGS limited to a set of genes (NGS-Panel). In cases where a suspected genetic
disease or condition has been identified, targeted sequencing of specific genes or genomic regions is preferred (Grada et al, 2013). For that reason, we use NGS-Panel approach using TruSight Cancer
(Illumina) to sequence DNA extracted from blood samples of patients with personal and/or familiar history of cancer. This hereditary cancer gene panel sequences 94 genes associated with both
common (e.g., breast, colorectal) and rare hereditary cancers and allows the creation of virtual gene panels according to each phenotype or disease under study.
NGS workflow analysis (Figure 1) includes five steps: quality assessment of raw data, read alignment to a reference genome, variant identification/calling, variant annotation and data visualization
(Pabinger et al, 2013). The establishment of the most appropriate bioinformatics pipeline is crucial in order to achieve the best results. NGS data allows the identification of several types of variants
like single nucleotide variants (SNVs), small insertions/deletions, inversions and also copy number variants (CNVs).
Material and Methods: NGS-Panels were created based on literature, disease-specific and general databases like, LOVD, ClinVar, HGMD Professional, HPO, Genecards, GARD, etc. Biomart - Ensembl
was also used to extract data from several databases (OMIM, ORPHANET, e.g). DNA extracted automatically (MagNA LC 2.0, Roche) from peripheral blood samples was sequenced in MiSeq platform
(Illumina) using the Trusight Cancer Sequencing Panel (Illumina), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Bioinformatics analysis of NGS data (Figure 1) is performed with MiSeq Reporter and Variant
Interpreter, from Illumina, and Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) from Broad Institute. Variant Annotation and Filter Tool (VarAFT, Desvignes JP, 2018) can also be used for annotation and is also useful
for coverage analysis. Analysis of CNVs is performed with Panelcn.MOPS (Povysil et al, 2017). Assessment of variant pathogenicity involves query of disease-specific and population variation databases
(e.g. HGMD Professional, LOVD, ClinVar) and in silico prediction of the biological impact of variants with several prediction tools (e.g. Alamut Visual, Human Splicing Finder, UMD-Predictor, VarSome,
Mutation Taster). All pathogenic, likely pathogenic and variants of uncertain significance (VUS) must be confirmed by SS (in case of SNVs or small variants) or by MLPA/microarray/CGH (in case of
CNVs).
Results: Data extracted from Biomart allowed the identification of more than 400 phenotypes associated with the 94 genes included in the TruSight Cancer panel. The creation of virtual panels (Figure
2) gives the opportunity to study several genes associated with specific phenotypes. We are currently using panels for HBOC and HCRC (Lynch Syndrome and Familial Polyposis Syndromes) hat were
successfully validated (412 exonic and intronic variants, previously detected by SS, in 64 samples, were identified by NGS with high analytical sensitivity (100%) and specificity (99.3%)). These NGS-
Panels detected several variants with clinical significance in other genes not commonly analysed in a first diagnostic approach (eg. ATM in HBOC). We identified a double heterozygous patient for two
pathogenic variants in ATM and BRCA1 genes (BRCA1: c.2037delinsCC, p.(Lys679Asn*4) and ATM: c.3802delG, p.(Val1268*)), confirmed by SS. We also identified two patients with possible mosaicism
in TP53 gene (c:724T>G; p.(Arg175His) and c:764T>G; p.(Ile255Ser)), confirmed by ARMS-PCR and SS. With the classical approach these cases could have been misdiagnosed. The use of NGS-Panel
approach allowed us faster results and lower costs compared with classical methodology). The inclusion of software Panelcn.MOPS in our pipeline allows the identification of CNVs (that must be
confirmed by other techniques as MLPA) and contributes to reduce the costs. Pseudogenes (e.g. PMS2) can be problematic in this type of analysis. The creation of new virtual gene panels, with
appropriate validation, will enable us to study other hereditary cancer syndromes (Figure 2).
Discussion: Our experience confirms the clinical usefulness of using single or multiple cancer gene panels. The identification of a double heterozygous HBOC patient for two pathogenic variants in the 
BRCA1 and ATM genes would have been missed if a standard methodology limited to the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes was used. The two cases of possible TP53 mosaicism are also elucidative of the 
usefulness of NGS. This approach can contribute to discover new variants which pathogenicity must be characterised by additional research. NGS provides a shorter turnaround time and a more 
comprehensive and cost-effective method for the molecular diagnosis of hereditary cancers. With genetic counselling and specialized medical management/surveillance (including predictive genetic 
testing) families will benefit from this new technology with high impact in public health. The creation of virtual panels based on TruSight Cancer will allow us to study more patients with a diverse 
spectrum of tumors associated with hereditary conditions that are mainly linked to tumor suppressor genes. 
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Figure 1. Main steps of NGS workflow. Courtesy of Illumina, Inc. 
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Figure 2. Examples of virtual NGS Panels based on TruSight Cancer panel from Illumina.
